




Designed for 21st century vessels, the MT30 
provides maximum maintenance flexibility with 
minimum shipboard resources
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Advanced design – proven technology
The compact and lightweight MT30 is a twin-spool, high-pressure 
ratio gas generator with a free power turbine, an eight stage variable 
geometry intermediate pressure compressor and a six-stage corrosion 
protected high pressure compressor. Three stages of variable vanes 
and blow off valves are provided for compressor handling purposes 
and a continuous flow of IP delivery air is taken for bearing sealing and 
cooling purposes. 

The four-stage free power turbine is derived from the Industrial 
Trent and Trent 800 and is supported on a robust bearing structure for 
optimum reliability.

Proven components, incorporating the latest blade cooling 
technologies are employed throughout. Key components are 
protectively coated for service in the marine environment to reduce 
maintenance and deliver long service life.

Using commercially available fuels MT30 meets all current and 
anticipated legislation on emissions and smoke without modification.

Compact and power dense
With the gas turbine change unit (including power turbine) weighing 
6,500kg and the total module weight including enclosure and ancillary 
components in the order of 30,000 kg (dependent upon options) the 
MT30 offers a highly competitive power-to-weight ratio. To simplify 
installation the entire module can be installed on the base plate for a 
single lift, saving time and money.

MT30 - Powering the world’s future fleets

The MT30 is exceptionally 
light weighing 6,500kg.



Fully Integrated 
Control System
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Operator’s Viewpoint

Digital control system allows easy control and monitoring of the MT30 Package and Auxiliary skids.

FOOTER

The wide range of approved fuels and
oils offers flexibility for operations
worldwide (right).

The MT30 GT requires very limited
maintenance. Top maintenance tasks
in terms of periodicity and duration are
listed below.

The MT30 design incorporates all engine accessory systems on 
the baseplate, simplifying installation for the shipbuilder, which is 
limited to providing the starter energy, plus fuel, water and electrical 
connections.

Engineered as a modular package the MT30 permits installation 
in a single lift and has a variety of intake and exhaust configurations 
to suit ship design requirements.  This concept ensures the unit 
arrives on site with the engine, factory tested and ready for quick, 
low risk installation and commissioning.

The fully packaged module can be supplied for direct drive or 
power generation - complete with alternator and its own acoustic 
enclosure.  The enclosure can be configured to meet customer 
machinery space noise specifications.

Select from a range of support options that optimise engine 
availability and reduce through-life costs

A compact packaged module - simplified ship interface

The MT30 alternator packages will power the Royal Navy’s Queen Elizabeth class aircraft 
carriers and the US Navy’s DDG 1000 destroyers.
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Support you can count on
Comprehensive support options are available for every Rolls-Royce 
marine gas turbine installation.  We provide customers with service 
alternatives designed to maximise engine availability with the lowest 
through-life costs and manage the technical and financial risks.

Our engine support programmes range from event or term-
based maintenance to TotalCare packages with activities selected 
from a menu of support options.  

A typical support package could include:

 Spares provisioning

 Customer training

 Equipment health monitoring

 24 hour help desk

 Worldwide support teams

 Shipboard maintenance and trouble shooting assistance

 Shore based spare parts availability, replenishment and 
inventory management

 Engine overhaul 

 Spare engine management

The MT30 packaged module main dimensions – mechanical drive.
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